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MOBRules
The Marching 

Owl Band 
has been 

poking fun, 
creating 

controversy 
and making 

football 
crowds laugh 
for 40 years.

By Alyson Ward
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It 
was the sort of wry, satirical observation the MOB is known for — 
and it worked. All weekend, the Web lit up with chatter about the 
show. Photos of the formation circulated on Facebook and sports 
blogs nationwide. In a season of hand-wringing over college sports 
and conference realignment, the MOB — a few dozen smart-alecky 

kids from Rice — had hit a nerve.
The ragtag band of musicians has been tweaking nerves for 40 years 

now. In their fedoras and shades, the MOB’s gadfly members have been pok-
ing at sensitive issues, lampooning the solemn staidness of higher education 
and going where audiences think they would never dare.

Twenty steep steps underground, in a cluttered basement beneath the 
Oshman Engineering Design Kitchen, the MOB writing team meets to plan 
upcoming shows. A bumper sticker on the band hall door reads: “Sacred Cows 
Make Divine Hamburger.”

Inside, about a dozen MOB members lounge in chairs and on torn-up 
couches as they edit the next week’s script. They hash out how to properly 
dramatize a decapitation. The order in which they should list signs of the 
apocalypse. The proper moment for a “your mom” joke.

It was 1971 when the Marching Owl Band stopped marching and became 
the MOB. Before that, Rice had a conventional band, with formal march-
ing drills, traditional music and wool uniforms. “It wasn’t an abrupt change, 
where somebody decided we ought to do scatter shows,” said Guinn Unger 
’71. Instead, the MOB evolved over a couple of football seasons.

Unger was drum major in fall 1970. That season, the band performed a 
show that paid tribute to the bands of the Southwest Conference, with bits 
that copied each band’s signature steps and songs. “The crowd kind of went 
wild,” Unger said. “We got bigger applause for that than for anything else I 
can remember.”

The parody show was repeated at least once, Unger recalls, and then 

some band members started lobbying then-band director Bert Roth to do more 
nontraditional shows. By the next year, the band’s performances involved 
more running around than marching, accompanied by a good dose of humor.

Of course, Rice didn’t invent the scatter band. In 1970, Ivy League schools 
such as Dartmouth, Brown and Harvard already had abandoned traditional 
marching for on-field antics, and other elite schools soon followed. But there 
was nothing like the MOB in the Southwest Conference, and the band’s new 
format was a hit. One early show featured a salute to the human stomach. 
Another one ribbed the University of Texas band for its enormous bass drum.

The shows were popular with most Rice fans, and the MOB became a 
favorite among visiting crowds. Then came the show that put the MOB on the 
map — and into an epic tangle with the Aggies.

It was November 1973 when Texas A&M fans filled Rice Stadium, out-
numbering the local Owls fans. The MOB launched into what is now called 
“The Halftime of Infamy,” a show that mocked the traditions Aggies hold 
sacred. Band members goose-stepped to a German march. They formed a 
fire hydrant on the field and mocked Aggie mascot Reveille, playing “Where, 
Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone?” And they lampooned the Aggie “War 
Hymn,” beginning to play the sacred song and then sliding into “March of the 
Wooden Soldiers.”

The crowd responded almost immediately, said Bob Hord ’74, who was 
drum major that year. “When 70,000 people are roaring disapproval,” he said, 
“it’s pretty palpable.”

By the end of halftime, the Aggie fans were angry. They threw seat cush-
ions and drink cups from the stadium’s top deck, and a brief scuffle erupted on 
the sideline. At least one MOBster was hit by a flying drink. Police stepped in 
to calm things down before the beginning of the third quarter. But, as the clock 
wound down, the Aggies were far from calm. In the game’s last two minutes, 
a 95-yard run gave Rice the winning touchdown. The stunning win fueled the 
Aggies’ anger. The crowd wanted to retaliate, and MOB members feared they 
were in danger. “We got the band down to a tunnel under the stadium,” Hord 
said, “and waited for the crowd to leave, but they wouldn’t disperse.”

A crowd of at least 200 Aggies lingered outside the stadium, yelling 
threats and waiting for the MOB to come out. The band had to remain hidden 
for hours, until campus food service trucks were sent to the rescue. Late in 
the evening, the trucks pulled out of the stadium with MOB members hidden 
safely inside.

Afterward, band director Roth got enough hate mail to fill four photo al-
bums. “The mothers of Aggie band members called him around the clock,” 
said John “Grungy” Gladu, a longtime Rice supporter and “adopted” MOBster. 
“He got his number unlisted, and they got it again. I think he went through 
three phone numbers.”

Two years later, in 1975, the Aggies returned to Rice Stadium. Arthur 
Harrow ’79 was a freshman and played baritone in the MOB. “There were 
great concerns for our safety,” he said. “We were getting death threats, and 
there was some question as to whether we were going to do the show at all.” 
The MOB presented a halftime show that lampooned Rice and its traditions, 
something the Aggie crowd liked much better.

In 1980, when a controversy brewed at Baylor over students who posed 
for Playboy’s “Women of the Southwest Conference” issue, MOB members 

mocked the Baptist university by marching in bunny costumes. “I said, ‘Do 
you think Playboy would run with this?’” Gladu said. “I called them, and they 
said ‘Yes, send us pictures.’” So in April 1981, Playboy magazine featured 
three photos of the MOB.

Year after year, though, the University of Texas audiences have always 
been in on the joke. Fans understood the MOB was there to poke a little fun, 
and they could appreciate a good jab. In 2007, when a half-dozen members 
of the Longhorn football team were suspended for various brushes with the 
law, the MOB traveled to Austin to play at the Rice–Texas halftime. The 
show was called “Book ’em Horns” and featured burnt orange-clad football 
players getting chased around the field by the cops. “Don’t forget to buy a 
program at today’s game,” the MOB announcer quipped. “It includes ... a 
photo guide to the next episode of ‘America’s Most Wanted.’” At the show’s 
end, said Jamie Sammis ’10, who was drum major, “UT’s audience gave us 
a standing ovation.”

The MOB also became famous for its really strange cheers. There were 
three-word cheers, a “primal scream” cheer and a silent cheer. “We did hor-
rible cheers,” Gladu said. “‘Oatmeal, oatmeal, salt and butter, too / All for the 
Rice Owls, hold up your shoe.’ And we’d all hold up a shoe.”

And the band produced the world’s longest — and possibly geekiest 
— cheer of all by spelling out the university’s original name — The William 
Marsh Rice Institute for the Advancement of Literature, Science and Art — 
one ... letter ... at ... a ... time.

The end of the Southwest Conference in 1995 was the end of an era 
for the MOB. Things changed when Rice started playing schools in Hawaii 
and Wyoming, not Austin and Waco. Audiences got smaller and so did the 
band. Rice spent a decade in the Western Athletic Conference, then moved 
to Conference-USA in 2006, starting over with a new group of unfamiliar 
teams in far-flung locations. The opposing teams often traveled such dis-
tances that they left their bands at home — which left the MOB without 
contrast or rivalry.

“The loss of the Southwest Conference hurt us a lot,” Gladu said. In the 
SWC, he said, “we had visiting bands and a familiar group. We knew the 
audiences we were playing for, and we could target them.” Now, he said, the 
band has to research what’s happening at the other schools.

Even so, the band has found ways to stay sharp and get people talking. In 
2007, the MOB made national news with a show that drew loud complaints 
and even louder cheers. That year, head football coach Todd Graham had left 
Rice abruptly after a single season to coach at the University of Tulsa. When 
Rice had a game against Tulsa, the MOB decided to use halftime to express 
the Rice community’s disappointment.

The show was complicated and sort of brilliant: It was based on Dante’s 
“Inferno,” with the band searching for Graham in the circles of hell, explain-
ing how his flaws might have landed him among the greedy, the false and 
the traitorous. At last, they found that Graham had landed in a 10th, more 
horrible circle of hell: Tulsa.

“The whole thing got great crowd response,” said director Chuck 
Throckmorton. “When he left, there were hard feelings in the whole com-
munity, especially the student body, and they were expecting us to 
sort of deliver the response.”

But it was a juvenile remark at the end that landed the MOB 
in hot water: In the show’s “walk-off” line — a snarky comment 
made as the band leaves the field — the MOB announcer 
casually called Graham a vulgar name. Rice fans loved 
it, but not everyone was amused. The University of 
Tulsa filed a complaint with Conference-USA. The 
Tulsa fans started a letter-writing campaign. 
Message boards across the Web filled up 
with angry tirades, and the story made 
a splash nationwide. “The ironic 
thing,” Throckmorton said, “was 
that by complaining, they turned it 
into national news.”

In the end, Throckmorton is-
sued an apology on behalf of the 

band, although band members still think it was a statement that needed to 
be made. Sammis wishes more people had paid attention to the quality of the 
show — after all, it was one long literary allusion, woven beautifully together 
with piercing commentary on current events.

In fact, some of the MOB’s best work has been just as literary — past 
scripts are full of well-written and thoughtful commentary that crackles with 
sharp wit. On the other hand, some shows have just been joyfully silly.

A 1973 game against the University of Arkansas, for instance, featured a 
salute to the banana. MOB members bought 10 crates of bananas, and, as the 
show ended, band members threw hundreds of bananas into the stands while 
playing “The Stripper” and beginning to remove their clothes. The crowd — 
as crowds do — threw the bananas back at the band, and the mushy fruit 
smeared all over the field, wreaking havoc on the second half of the game.

“If I want to sum up what being a MOBster is like,” said Keith Goodnight 

’86, “the story I tell is that I once stood at Kyle Field at Texas A&M waving a 
giant screw at the Aggie band while dressed as a Christmas tree.”

Every MOBster has a story like this, and their stories blend together in a 
swirl of madcap memories.

Ultimately, said Harrow, the MOB shows why Rice is a different sort 
of university. “It’s the Rice culture: Intellect is not bad — it’s nothing to be 
ashamed of.” It’s also a great way to take a break from the pressures of 
academics and other concerns, he said. “Being able to pick up an instrument 
and put everything else aside and know we could cut loose and do things that 
were fun and creative without worrying — it was a good thing.”

After four decades, it still is.  

It was Labor Day weekend, 2011, and the return of college football. Rice played 
Texas. Although the Longhorns won the game 34–9, Rice’s band won halftime.

The Marching Owl Band — known as the MOB — often uses its time on the field 
to comment on current events and, of course, its rivals, such as the University of Texas 
and, especially, Texas A&M. With sharp and timely humor, the MOB’s show tackled 
conference realignment and Texas A&M’s move to the Southeastern Conference. “We 
congratulate the SEC and the Big 12,” the MOB’s announcer said, “as both confer-
ences improve their average IQ.” The MOBsters formed an SEC on the field, then 
shifted a bit to make a silent judgment by turning the “S” into a dollar sign: $EC.


